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OCN 201

Light and sound in the ocean

Questions you always wanted to know the answer to:

Why does the sand burn your feet at the beach while 
the ocean is cool?

Why is the ocean blue?

 How can whales communicate when they are more 
than 1,000 miles apart?

Why doesn't the ocean boil at the equator?
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Physics

Deals with properties of MATTER and ENERGY, 
how they move and interact

Ocean Physics:

Matter Energy
Sea water Light
Air Sound 

Heat

Basic concepts in physics

Heat energy, temperature and heat capacity

Heat is the energy created by the random 
vibration of atoms or molecules

Temperature is the response of an object to the
addition (or removal) of heat energy

Heat capacity is the amount of heat required to
raise the temperature of 1 gram of substance by
1˚C
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The heat capacity of water is very large 
compared to most substances:
At the beach sand gets hotter than the water

In comparison sand has a 
value of 0.19 cal/gm/˚C

Compared to water, which has a heat capacity of 1 cal/g/˚C,
what do you think the heat capacity of air is?

A 0.24
B 0.65
C 1.23
D 2.6
E more?

0.24 cal/gm/˚C = A
Air has a very low heat 
capacity
Problem with physics in 
“The Day after tomorrow”
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Properties of waves
Wavelength: Distance from one crest to the next
Period: Time taken  for one wave to pass a fixed point
Frequency: Number of waves per second that pass a 

fixed point
Velocity: Speed with which the waves are moving past a 

fixed point

Light and sound energy
 move as waves

Wave behaviour

Reflection
If the density difference between the media is large and 
the angle of incidence of the incoming light is small then 
we get reflection 

Air

Water
θ incident θ reflection

θ θincident reflection
=
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Refraction
Speed of wave propagation depends on density of 
medium.  
As light enters water it slows down and changes direction

Air

Water
θ refraction

θ incident

Marchers encountering sand - illustrates the phenomena 
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Scattering
Wave bounces off particles within a single medium,
eventually loses energy

Incoming radiation

Absorption
Wave interacts with a molecule and transfers 
its energy to the molecules this generates heat 
energy

Molecule vibrates ➔ generates heat
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Light in the ocean
Light is part of the electromagnetic spectrum 
This spectrum covers everything from gamma rays 
to radio waves

http://www.carleton.ca/~tpatters/teaching/
climatechange/solar/spectrum.gif

http://www.njscuba.net/gear/img/photo_color_vs_depth.gif

White light is the sum of colours that range from 
violet to red--that’s why it appears white
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When light enters water the red end of the spectrum is 
absorbed first.

Blue light penetrates furthest -- it's why the ocean is 
blue

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.union.edu/PUBLIC/GEODEPT/hollocher/kth/illustrations

Light absorption determines how deep organisms can
live-- the photic zone
Light absorption is how the ocean is heated

Depth of 1% light level
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On average how much heat (watts per square metre) do you think is 
reaching the surface of the Earth and oceans in the tropics?

A 12
B 50
C 122
D 170
E more!

170 watts = D in the tropics 

What about northern latitudes?

50 watts = B in Canada 

Sound in the ocean

Sound propagates by compressional waves that pass
easily through air and water

Average speed of sound in seawater is 1500 m/sec
(3,345 mph) 5 times higher than in air

Higher frequencies are absorbed most rapidly
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Speed of sound increases with higher 
temperature and higher pressure

In the ocean high speed in warm surface waters, also 
higher speed in deep waters because of higher pressure

Lowest speed around 1,000 m -- SOFAR layer
Refraction towards slowest medium causes sound to
be channeled for long distances in SOFAR channel
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Whales use the SOFAR channel  to communicate 
over thousands of miles, they also use low frequencies 
because they travel further--
They know this because they took OCN 201!

http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/vents/acoustics/whales/sounds/spectrograms/b396153_256_64c2.gif

South Pacific Blue Whale call,recorded by NOAA
PMEL sound array at 8˚S 95W
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Shallow high velocity layer at ~80m, sound diffracts 
away, can hide submarines from SONAR here

Can use time taken for sound to pass around the 
world in the upper ocean to tell us if the ocean is 
warming - ATOC Kauai
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Can use sound to tell us how deep the ocean is by
timing a "ping"

courtesy Brian Taylor G&G, SOEST

Heat Budget of the Earth

Light all ends up as heat, where does it go?
On average incoming and outgoing radiation (heat)
 must balance or the planet would heat up or cool down
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Incoming radiation is short wave radiation
Outgoing is long wave radiation (infrared)

Sun 5000˚C
λmax= 590 nm

Earth 15˚C
λmax=10,165 nm

Human body 37˚C
λmax = 9,300 nm

But there is no “energy” balance on short time scales
or over small regions-- how does this all work

The angle of the Sun hitting 
the surface of the Earth
determines the amount 
of heat at each latitude

At high latitudes sun has to 
penetrate more
atmosphere and also 
illuminates more surface area
Polar regions are cold!
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In the tropics more heat:  Why doesn’t the ocean boil?

Average annual net radiation

The oceans and the atmosphere transport heat from
the tropics to the poles, Nature the Equaliser!
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Which part of the Ocean-Atmosphere system 
do you think carries most of the excess heat from the tropics 
towards the poles?

A  Atmosphere

B  Oceans

Actually they are roughly equal!


